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ABSTRACT

This study presents an evaluation of the choice and application

of the Discrete State Compartment (DSC) and Method of Characteristics

(MOC) solute transport models as used in the upper Santa Cruz basin.

The models predicted different rates of contaminant plume movement using

similar land and water use scenarios. The evaluation is based on a

review of model specification, model capabilities, and model

assumptions. It is shown that the MOC model provided a more realistic

view of the system's response to predicted stresses than did the DSC

model. The case study also shows that the traditionally narrow focus

used to evaluate model outputs in the decision making process can lead

to misapplication of model results, and that a broader framework that

includes important model assumptions should be used.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope 

Groundwater is currently the only source of potable water in the

upper Santa Cruz basin. Municipal, agricultural, and mining activities

are believed to have contributed to the degradation of it's quality in

some areas. Considerable changes in land and water use are likely in

the future. Contaminant transport modeling can provide a useful tool

for assessing the impacts on groundwater quality produced by past and

possible future development. Predictions from such models can help

identify potential risks to human health and can aid in the development

of groundwater quality management policy

A variety of contaminant transport models exist for use in

groundwater management decision-making. The choice of which model is

best for a certain application is often difficult and subject to such

management constraints as funding, time, availabilty of technical

expertise, and availability and cost of data. A simple mass transport

model may meet these constraints more easily than a sophisticated finite

difference solute transport model, but it may not provide enough

information to be useful. Conversely, more complex models may be applied

to situations where a less costly approach would be sufficient.

9
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The misapplication of models in groundwater management is a growing

problem (Baski, 1979, Austin, 1986, McLaughlin and Johnson, 1987), which

indicates the need for a better understanding of the process by which

computerized models are chosen and applied.

This case study will focus on two different contaminant transport

models which have been applied in the upper Santa Cruz basin. Both

models used the same set of hydrologic data to identify and evaluate

groundwater quality management options. Pima Association of Governments

(PAG) used the Discrete State Compartment model to prepare a groundwater

management plan for the Green Valley area (PAG, 1986a). Richardson

(1987) used the Method of Charateristics (MOC) groundwater flow and

solute transport model developed by the United States Geological Survey

(Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1978) to evaluate management options in terms

of potential risk to humans. The studies produced very different

projections of contaminant locations and concentrations, which led to

the development of completely different management strategies for the

mitigation of groundwater pollution.

Why did the models produce results that were so different? Are

the differences to be expected given the need to use a limited and

uncertain data set? What conclusions can be drawn from this example

about the general use of computerized groundwater models in management

and planning? The objective of this case study is to evaluate the

choice and application of each model. A detailed analysis of model

specifications, model capabilities, and management assumptions is made

in order to identify factors that have the greatest impact on the

predicted differences. Conclusions on the applicability of each model
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are made based on this analysis.	 These studies are assumed to be

representative of	 the general application of computer models in

groundwater management, and are assumed to have been completed with the

standard level of competence found in the groundwater modeling industry.

Management Problem

It is likely that considerable changes in land and water use will

occur in the upper Santa Cruz basin. 	 The trend in land and water

use is	 toward further urban development and the retirement of

agricultural acreage. The future of mining in the area is uncertain due

to a flucuating copper market. Substantial population growth is

expected (FAG, 1985), creating an increase in demand for water for urban

uses. Changing water uses in the study area, including an increased

demand for good quality drinking water, necessitate the development of

sound groundwater quality management strategies.

Area of Study

The upper Santa Cruz basin is located in northern Sonora, Mexico

and southern Arizona (figure 1.1). Both the PAG and Richardson studies

focused on an area that includes the communties of Green Valley,

Sahaurita, Continental, and Arivaca Junction, along with agricultural

areas, four copper mining districts, and two wastewater treatment

facilities. Each of these are potential sources of groundwater

pollution. The region is bounded by the southern outskirts of Tucson to

the north, the Santa Rita Mountains to the east, the southern boundary

of Pima County to the south, and the Sierrita Mountains to the west.
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Hydrogeology

The most	 complete description of upper Santa Cruz basin

hydrogeology is given by Davidson (1973). The basin is a broad

northwest sloping valley that has typical basin and range

characteristics. The regional geology consists of a basin complex of

pre-tertiary crystalline and consolidated sedimentary rocks overlain by

basin fill sediments. These overlying sediments have been into four

distinct units. The units, in ascending order, are: the Pantano

Formation, the Tinaja Beds, the Fort Lowell Formation, and surficial

deposits.

The Pantano Formation consists of a sequence of reddish-brown

silty sandstones that grade to moderately cemented gravel deposits. The

thickness of the unit ranges from 100 to 1000 feet, with porosities

between 20 and 27 percent. This formation is generally not a good water

producing unit. The Tinaja Beds, which overlies the Pantano Formation

uncomformably, are characterized by poorly cemented sandy gravels

grading into gypsiferous clayey silt in the center of the basin. The

unit comprises the major portion of the aquifer. It ranges from 100 feet

thick at the basin margins to over 1500 feet thick in the central basin.

The Tinaja Beds are unconformably overlain by the Fort Lowell

Formation, which is the most productive hydrologic unit in the basin.

The formation ranges from 100 to 500 feet thick, and consists of

reddish-brown silty gravel at the basin margins, grading into weakly

cemented silty sand in the center portion of the basin. The surficial

deposits, which overlie the Fort Lowell Formation, are made up of
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floodplain alluvium which consists of gravel and gravelly sand. The

thickness of the alluvium ranges from thin deposits at the basin margins

to 200 feet along the Santa Cruz River.

The depth to groundwater ranges from more than 400 feet in the

mountain regions to approximately 100 feet near the Santa Cruz River

(PAG, 1983c). The regional groundwater gradient trends north of

northeast with an approximate slope of 30 feet per mile. Local flow

directions differ due to variable aquifer characteristics, proximity to

mountain fronts, and groundwater pumping. A variety of land and water

use changes, such as mine closures and urban development, are affecting

local water table levels (Postillion, 1985)

Climate 

The upper Santa Cruz basin is located in the Sonoran Desert

region of Arizona.	 The climate is arid to semi-arid with low average

annual rainfall and high temperatures. The mean annual temperature in

the Green Valley area is 62 F, with averages ranging from 81 F in July

to 45 F in January (PAG,1986a). Average annual precipitation ranges

from 12 inches in the northern portion of the study area to 20 inches in

the southern portion. Rainfall generally occurs as one of two types:

high intensity convective storms from July through September, or longer

duration frontal storms between December and February (Postillion,

1985). Potential evaporation is about 45 inches during the summer

months, while pan evaporation runs as high as 85 inches per year (PAC,

1983c).
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Land and Water Use

Pima Association of Governments (1979) presented a complete

description of historical land and water uses in the upper Santa Cruz

basin. Current land and water uses fall into one of three categories:

agricultural, municipal, or industrial (FAG, 1983c). Irrigated pecan

orchards constite the major agricultural land use in the basin. Other

irrigated crops include witnter grains, golf course and park grasse:„

and small gardens. Agricultural return flows are a source of a variety

of potential pollutants, including nitrates, sulfates, TDS, herbicides,

and pesticides (Richardson, 1987).

Several residential communities are found in the study area.

Green Valley is currently the largest urban development and is expected

to experience substantial growth in the future (PAG, 1985). The Green

Valley Wastewater Treatment Facility (GVWWTF) serves both Green Valley

and the small nearby community of Santo Tomas. Increasing flows to the

GVWWTF are expected to have minimal impact on groundwater quality (FAG,

1986b). Arivaca Junction, a small community at the southern boundary of

the study area, relies on a wastewater oxidation pond for sewage

disposal. Septic tank systems are the main tool for wastewater disposal

in other small residential areas, including Sahuarita and Continental.

The main industrial activity in the Green Valley area is copper

mining. The Upper Santa Cruz Basin Mines Task Force (FAG, 1983a,b,c)

described in detail mining activities and their affect on groundwater

quality. Four mining companies have operated large-scale open pit

copper mines in the Sierrita Moutains. 	 All four have used tailings
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ponds for disposal of flotation process wastewater and ore tailings.

Total water use for ore processing ranges from 47,000 to 88,000 acre-

feet per year for each mine. Recharge through tailings ponds has been

estimated at 1600 to 6900 acre-feet annually. This recharge has been

shown to affect groundwater quality (PAG, 1983c). Only two of the four

mines are currently in operation, however, these mines have recently

increased production due to a rise in the price of copper. Other small

industrial operations in the study area include Kerley Chemical, the

Cymet pilot plant, a power substation, two sand and gravel quarries, and

a pecan processing plant (Richardson, 1987).

Previous Studies 

Several water quality and groundwater flow studies have been

conducted in the upper Santa Cruz basin. Catlin (1926) and Smith et al.

(1949) briefly described the general nature of groundwater quality in

the basin. Schwalen and Shaw (1957) outlined the distribution of total

dissolved solids and hardness in the Santa Cruz Vallley. Laney (1972)

used the results of these studies to present a comprehensive water

quality report on the Tucson Basin. Studies concerning the affect of

seepage from mine tailings ponds on groundwater quality, undertaken by

Pima Association of Governments (1979, 1983a,b,c), indicated that

recharge from the ponds increased the levels of TDS, sulfate, and

hardness in downgradient wells. Scovill (1988) found that the increase

was due to the tailings water itself, and not the dissolution of salts

during percolation as had been contended.
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In 1972, Anderson developed the first comprehensive groundwater

flow model of the entire upper Santa Cruz basin. The model used an

electric analog set-up that consisted of a network of capacitors and

resistors arranged to simulate hydrologic properties of the basin.

Travers and Mock (1984) constructed a modified version of Trescott's

(1975) three-dimensional flow model for the Arizona Department of Water

Resources. The model was applied to the entire Tucson Basin in order to

investigate region-wide hydrologic conditions. In addition to these

models, several mining companies have commissioned private studies which

model small areas as a means of solving site-specific problems.

Postillion (1985) used the Discrete State Compartment (DSC)

contaminant transport model (Campana, 1975, Simpson et al., 1976) to

investigate the effect of different land uses on water quality in the

upper Santa Cruz basin. The model uses a mass balance approach to

assess the amount of contaminant transported between cells representing

the hydrologic system. Twenty-five year simulations predicted water

quality changes under a variety of land and water use scenarios. Pima

Association of Governments (1986a) used these predictions to develop a

groundwater quality management plan for the Green Valley area.

The two-dimensional groundwater flow and solute transport model

(MOC) developed by the USGS (Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1978) was used by

Richardson (1987) to identify potential human health risks for a number

of land and water use scenarios. Management options were evaluated using

a risk analysis framework. Management strategies suggested by the

Richardson study varied significantly from those developed by PAG using

the DSC model.
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A more detailed summary of the these two studies is given in

Chapter Two, along with a review of pertinent literature. Chapter Three

presents a review of how each model was specified to the upper Santa

Cruz basin and discusses the how the Richardson model was revised to

more accurately portray the current hydrologic conditions of the study

area. An evaluation of model capabilities based on an assessment of the

hydrologic information provided by each model is given in Chapter Four.

In Chapter Five concerns about model misapplication are used as a

framework for evaluating the use of the DSC and MOC models in the upper

Santa Cruz basin. The conclusions of this case study are given in

Chapter Six.



CHAPTER 2

THE USE OF CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT MODELS

IN THE UPPER SANTA CRUZ BASIN

The Use of Models in Groundwater Management 

Numerical models can be powerful tools for assessing groundwater

management options. Van der Heijde, et al. (1985) provide a complete

overview of the use of such groundwater models. Numerical models, as

applied to groundwater, encompass three major purposes; prediction of

system responses assuming flow parameters and stresses are known,

evaluation of system parameters when a history of stresses and responses

are known, and the determination of system stresses when system

parameters are known and system responses are either known or bounded.

Three broad categories of groundwater models exist to achieve these

purposes. These are (1) prediction models, which simulate the behavior

of the groundwater system and it's response to stress; (2) resource

management models, which integrate hydrologic predictions with explicit

decision procedures; and (3) identification models, which determine

parameters for both of the above. Almost 400 such models have been

developed world-wide to solve groundwater management problems (van der

Heijde, et al., 1985).

Chosing the best model for a given application is often difficult

19
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and subject to a variety of constraints. Some models, particularly

those developed for research purposes, are not widely accessible and

require a high degree of technical expertise to be properly applied.

Sophisticated models that are available often require large amounts of

input data to be useful, data that in many cases are unavailable. For

some applications, computerized models do not exist or are considered

inadequate. Traditional management constraints, such as time and

funding, also play an important role in model choice (van der Heijde,

1985).

Once a model is chosen, useful application of that model can be

problematic. Lack of communication between managers and technical

personnel may severely limit the usefulness of information generated by

modeling studies. Poor methods of data collection and storage can

restrict the modeler's ability to provide useful information to managers

in a timely manner. There is growing concern about the increased

misapplication of computerized models in the groundwater industry

(Baski, 1979, Austin, 1986, McLaughlin and Johnson, 1987). These

concerns will be addressed in Chapter Five.

This study will look at problems involved in the use of

groundwater models by evaluating the choice and application of two

different solute transport models. The Discrete State Compartment model

and the Method of Characteristics model have been applied in the upper

Santa Cruz basin to identify and evaluate groundwater quality management

options. Both models were applied to the same basic problem using the

same available data. A detailed summary of each is provided in the

following sections.
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The Use of Groundwater Models in Risk Assessment 

One area in which numerical groundwater models have proved to be

particularly useful is the analysis of possible risks posed by

groundwater contamination. Sharefkin, Shechter, and Kneese (1984)

compared risk estimates developed by the EPA for the Price Landfill in

New Jersey with contaminant concentrations predicted by a groundwater

solute transport model. Kirkwood (1985) used a mean value approach to

modeling contaminant concentrations moving away from a hazardous

chemical spill. Results were used to assess risks to human health and

to establish certain decision criteria. The USGS groundwater flow and

solute transport model (Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1978) was used by Kaunas

and Haimes (1985) in conjunction with a multiobjective decision model to

analyze risk from a groundwater contamination event. Masseman and

Freeze (1987) outline a framework that fits risk assessment (based on a

contaminant transport model) with a cost-benefit analysis.

This study will focus on the Method of Characteristics model used

by Richardson (1987) to analyze groundwater quality in the upper Santa

Cruz basin. The Richardson analysis considered risks posed to human

health by the consumption of contaminated groundwater, using the

Environmental Protection Agency's drinking water standards as the

thresholds of risk for contaminant concentrations. The basic framework

of the risk analysis was based on a system proposed by Heisler (1982),

and consisted of four steps; hazard identification, hazard evaluation,

risk evaluation, and identification and evaluation of risk response

options.
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Hazard identification entails documentation of the existence of

hazards (sources of danger) in the study area (Deisler, 1982).

Richardson identified a variety of potentially hazardous contaminants

from agricultural, municipal, and mining sources within the basin.

These included TDS, sulfate, nitrate, chloride, pesticides, arsenic,

cyanide, xanthates, radionuclides, trace organics, and hydrocarbons.

Hazard evaluation involves the assessment of the environmental

fate of the contaminants, along with identifying potential exposure

routes. Contaminants considered likely to infiltrate into the

groundwater included TDS, sulfate, nitrate, chloride, and radionuclides

(Richardson, 1987, Scovill and Minnich, 1987). The only exposure

considered in the analysis was consumption of contaminated groundwater.

The main exposure route was infiltration of a contaminant into

groundwater, contaminant transport through the groundwater flow system,

and extraction of the contaminated groundwater for consumption.

Both risk evaluation and identification and evaluation of risk

response options involved the use the Method of Characteristics model.

Outputs were used to estimate risk for best case, worst case, and most

reasonable situations. These results were then used to develop

management recommendations. This will be discussed in detail in a

following section.

The Discrete State Compartment Model 

The Discrete State Compartment (DSC) model (formerly the Finite

State Mixing Cell model) was originally developed by Dr. E. S. Simpson

of the University of Arizona Hydrology Department in 1971 (Postillion,
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1985). The "mixing cell" concept used in the DSC model had been

previously applied in the field of chemical engineering (Deans and

Lapidus, 1960, Levenspiel, 1972), and for limited hydrologic purposes

(Dooge, 1959, Bear and Todd, 1960, Przewlocki and Yutsever, 1974).

Campana (1975) modified Simpson's DSC model to resolve such problems as

complexities of flow paths and restrictions for spatial and temporal

variations in inputs and outputs, and successfully demonstrated the

model's ability to describe the distribution of a radioactive tracer in

a three-dimensional aquifer system. Schultz (1979) used Campana's

version of the DSC model to describe the movement of trichlorofluoro-

methane in the Edwards Limestone Aquifer in Texas. Osborn (1987)

applied a modified version of the model to predict nitrate movement in

groundwater around the Cortaro area, Arizona.

The DSC model uses cells which are set up to represent the

hydrologic system. The cells are chosen to best characterize the area's

groundwater flow system, groundwater quality, and land use. Inputs and

outputs to the cells, including any sources or sinks, are combined into

a mass balance equation which forms the basis of the model. The amount

of pollutant in each cell is the only dependent variable in the

equation. The set of independent variables, which include all

hydrologic flow parameters, must be estimated from available data.

Postillion (1985) used the DSC model to investigate the effect of

different land uses on water quality in the upper Santa Cruz basin. The

model was modified to deal with the problem of declining water levels in

the study area. The original model handled the problem of water level

decline by allowing the volume of a cell to become smaller at a fixed
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rate. Differing rates of water level decline in the study area resulted

in the dewatering of some cells. To avoid this problem, the volume of

each cell was fixed and the drop in water table elevation was added as

an input variable. Volume lost due to water level decline was added at

the lower boundary of the cell. This allowed the cell to "sink" through

the aquifer with the addition of clean water at the base of the cell

replacing water lost due to the decline in water table elevation.

The revised DSC model used the following equation, run through an

iterive process, to determine the amount of contaminant in each cell

(Postillion, 1985).

S(n) = S(n-1) + [BRV(n) * BRC(n)] - [BDV(n) * BDC(n)]

+ [DROP(n) * AREA * SPCYLD * CONC(n)]

- [PUMP(n) * BDC(n)]

where

S = State of cell (i.e., mass of tracer in each cell)

BRV = Boundary recharge volume (i.e., the volume of water

entering the cell from other cells)

SBRV = System boundary recharge volume (i.e., the volume of water

entering a cell from outside the cell system)

BRC = Boundary recharge concentration (i.e., the concentration of

tracer in the BRV)

BDV = Boundary discharge volume (i.e., the volume of water

leaving the cell)

BDC = Boundary discharge concentration (i.e., the concentration

of water leaving the cell)
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DROP = Average water level drop in feet experienced by the cell

during one iteration

AREA = Total area of the cell

CONC = Concentration of tracer entering the cell as a result of

the drop in water level)

PUMP = Volume of water pumped out of the cell system

n = Iteration number

SPCYLD = Specific yield

The DSC model functions under a variety of limiting assumptions.

Perfect mixing is assumed to occur in a cell during each iteration.

This causes overprediction of the spatial movement of contaminants when

large cells (20 - 30 square miles) are used. Flow parameters represent

an average over the entire cell, therefor the model does not account for

any local spatial variability that may occur within cells. Since all

hydrologic parameters must be predicted by the modeler based on

historical data and knowledge of the regional flow system, the

availability of data and technical expertise may severely limit the

usefulness of the model. As in the case of the MOC model, chemical

transport is assumed to take place by convection only, and not by ionic

and molecular diffusion.

Postillion (1985) chose total dissolved solids (TDS) as the

contaminant to be modeled because of it's relevance to future pollutant

loading problems in the study area, the sources of which may include

tailings ponds, irrigation return flow, effluent recharge, and Central

Arizona Project (CAP) water. The DSC model predicted spatial and
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temporal distributions of TDS under a variety of land and water use

scenarios. The twenty-five year simulation period ran from 1980 through

2005.

The DSC base case scenario, which was similar to Richardson's

most reasonable scenario, was developed to represent the most probable

future land and water use conditions, based upon anticipated substantial

population growth and the retirement of agricultural acreage. Other

scenarios were designed to isolate the effects of specific land use

changes and management practices. These included mine closure, effluent

reuse on golf courses and pecans, the introduction of CAP water for use

in agriculture, and pump back and reclamation strategies employed by the

mines.

Modeling results indicated that seepage from mine tailings ponds

was contaminating groundwater with high levels of TDS, and that

migration of the contamination to public supply wells was likely. The

study also suggested that the implementation of interceptor well pumpage

regimes would contain the contaminated groundwater. Pima Association of

Governments (1986a) used the DSC predictions as the basis for

formulating a groundwater quality management plan for the Green Valley

area. The plan recommended that interceptor well pumpage be increased

or adopted at each mine in the study area.

The Method of Characteristics Model 

The main element of Richardson's risk analysis was the use of the

Method of Characteristics (MOC) groundwater flow and solute transport

model developed for the United States Geological Survey by Konikow and
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Bredehoeft (1978). The MOC model calculates changes in concentration of

a conservative (non-reactive) solute in moving groundwater by solving

two simultaneous partial differential equations; the groundwater flow

equation and the solute transport equation. The method of

characteristics is employed to solve the finite difference equation for

solute transport. It is assumed that convective transport dominates the

transport process. Ionic and molecular diffusion are not modeled. This

assumption allows the transport equation to approximate a hyperbolic

partial differential equation, which can then be solved using the method

of characteristics.

The assumptions used in the formulation of the groundwater flow

and solute transport equations are as follows (Konikow and Bredehoeft,

1978).

1. "Darcy's Law is valid and hydraulic head gradients are the

only significant mechanism for fluid flow."

2. "The porosity and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer are

constant with time, and the porosity is uniform in space."

3. "Gradients of fluid density, viscosity, and temperature do not

affect the velocity distribution."

4. "No chemical reactions occur that affect the concentration of

the solute, the fluid properties, or the aquifer properties."

5. "Ionic and molecular diffusion are negligible contributors to

the total dispersive flux."

6. "Vertical variations in head and concentrations are

negligible."
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7. "The aquifer is homogeneous and isotropic with respect to the

coefficients of longitudinal and transverse dispersivity."

These assumptions point out the limitations of the MOC model. The

applicability of the model depends upon the degree to which field

conditions deviate from these assumptions. Other uncertanties also

affect model accuracy. The MOC model simulates solute transport in two

dimensions only and assumes complete vertical mixing of the solute. The

scale used in the finite-difference grid may also cause inaccuracies in

the predictions of solute transport.

The MOC model, as applied in the study area, uses a

uniformly spaced, block-centered finite difference grid consisting of

434 rectangular cells. Each cell represents one square mile of area

corrosponding to a section of land identified by township, range, and

section number, with reference to the Gila and Salt River Baseline.

Grid nodes are defined at the center of each cell.

Williams (1987) and Richardson (1987) developed model inputs for

the upper Santa Cruz basin. Estimates of transmissivity, storativity,

mountain front recharge, water table elevations, and pumping rates

(taken from Davidson, 1973, Travers and Mock, 1984, and Williams, 1987)

were used to specify the MOC model to the study area. Williams (1987)

used geostatistical methods and inverse modeling to determine water

table elevations and transmissivities at each node. Concentrations of

the contaminants were determined for each node by kriging (Richardson,

1987). The model was calibrated by hand using water table elevations

and pumping estimates from 1947 through 1981, which helped verify the

results.
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Once developed, the model was used to predict the movement of TDS

and sulfate in the groundwater. These contaminants were chosen because

rates and concentrations of contaminant input were known or reasonably

estimated and enough reliable historical data were available to

calibrate the transport of the contaminants in the basin. The possible

movement of chloride and nitrate in the groundwater may be indirectly

assessed using the TDS and sulfate predictions (Richardson, 1987).

Three scenarios were used in the study. The base case, developed

to represent the most probable land and water use changes, was based on

population projections by Pima Association of Governments (1985) and

predicted substantial urban growth accompanied by a decline in irrigated

agriculture. The best and worst case scenarios were developed using

high and low estimates of groundwater pumpage in order to identify a

range of spatial and temporal distributions of the contaminants.

Management options, such as increased interceptor well pumpage and the

lining of tailings ponds, were also simulated using the model.

Simulations were run for a 50-year period running from 1985 through

2035.

The risk analysis indicated that potential exposure to risk

producing concentrations of sulfate was comparatively low. This

conclusion was based on the MOC model prediction that contaminant plumes

will move very slowly away from mine tailings ponds. Interceptor well

pumpage and pond lining were predicted to have little impact on plume

movement. TDS contamination emanating from agricultural sources was

predicted to present a much more serious problem, however, a decrease in

irrigated acreage was shown to mitigate these high concentrations
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somewhat.	 Recharge of urban wastewater was not predicted to produce a

serious impact.

The DSC model and the MOC model predicted different rates of

movement of contaminant plumes emanating from mine tailings ponds. The

DSC prediction of faster plume movement implied the need for an active

management strategy such as the pumping of interceptor wells, which was

recommended by PAG (1986a). Richardson (1987), however, recommended a

passive strategy (continued monitoring) based on the MOC model

prediction that contaminant plumes were moving too slowly to have a

significant impact on public supply wells. The purpose of this case

study is to evaluate the choice and application of the DSC and MOC

models in the upper Santa Cruz basin by comparing model differences.

The comparison will focus on an assement of model specifications,

differences in model capabilities, and a response to concerns about

model misapplication.



CHAPTER 3

MODEL SPECIFICATION

Specification of the MOC Model 

The first step in comparing the MOC and DSC models entailed a

review of model specifications in order to determine if differences in

model predictions could be attributed to the way each model was

specified to the basin. As seen in Chapter Two, the general process

used to specify each model was the same. The models were set up using

input data compiled by Travers and Mock (1984), and calibrated to

reproduce historical patterns of solute transport. In both cases,

uncertain values of some parameters had to be altered to produce the

desired model outputs.

During the review of model specification it was discovered that

the MOC model, as originally specified, did not provide a satisfactory

description of basin hydrology. Flaws in MOC model specification

included water table elevations that differed significantly from the

actual data, pumping rates specified to incorrect nodes, and pumping

rates that differed from those reported in the initial data set. It is

not the intent of this study to criticize individual modelers for the

errors committed. However, it is important to evaluate the state-of-

the-art specification procedure that allowed for these errors. Was such

31
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a sophisticated process necessary for the MOC model to be useful in the

context of the Richardson risk analysis?

Input values for transmissivities and water table elevations were

determined for each node of the MOC model by the sophisticated

geostatistical technique of kriging (Williams, 1987). Kriging is a

process by which, given a set of measurements of a certain variable, the

best linear unbiased estimator of that variable can be determined at an

unsampled point (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978). Grid nodes in the MOC

model are located at the center of one square mile rectangular cells.

Data are seldom, if ever, taken at that exact point. Therefor, kriging

was used to provide a best estimate of water table elevations at each

node based on data from nearby wells. However, a comparison of the

kriged water table elevation input values used in the MOC model and the

actual data taken from nearby wells revealed significant differences, as

much as 310 feet in some areas (see figures 3.1 and 3.2). These

differences caused the MOC model to misrepresent local flow directions

in critical areas, most notably near the Cyprus-Sierrita and Asarco

mines.

In theory, the kriging process should have produced estimates

that were more indicative of the actual data. How this discrepancy came

about is not relevent. What is important is the basic question of

kriging's applicability to this particular situation. The computer code

of the MOC model was formatted to accept water table elevations at

intervals of 10 feet, meaning a node could be intialized as 2950 feet or

2960 feet, but not as 2955 feet. It can be inferred that since the

model code was not changed, it represents the scale of water table
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One Mile

Figure 3.2 MOC Input Water Table Elevations (Feet)
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estimates acceptable to the modeler. This is reasonable given the size

of the study area and the scale of model grids.

The groundwater elevation estimates produced by kriging

represented a finer scale than the model could accommodate. In order for

these estimates to be used as model inputs, they had to be rounded to

the nearest ten feet. A hydrologist with a knowledge of local and

regional flow patterns should be able to estimate water table elevations

within 10 feet of the actual value based on a visual survey of the data.

This would allow the modeler to include knowledgable interpretations

were data are uncertain. Such a process would require far less time and

money than kriging, and should produce estimates of similar value. In

this case, it is reasonable to conclude that a sophisticated

specification process such as kriging was not required to produce useful

outputs from the MOC model.

Other model specification problems occurred during the

calibration process. The data set used to specify the MOC model was

extremely large, and required a computer to manage the information.

Several computer programs were developed to convert the data from it's

raw form to one that could be used in the model (Williams, 1988).

Errors in these programs resulted in the incorrect nodal designation of

all pumping parameters used in the calibration process and the

incomplete conversion of pumping rates. While it is clear that large

data sets benefit from sophisticated computerized management, it was not

necessary in this case since much of the data used in the specification

of the MOC model had previously been put into usable form by FAG (FAG,

1983a,b,c). The main advantage of having the data in computerized form
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was to facilitate the kriging process, which was not needed in this

case.

Specification of the DSC Model 

A survey of DSC model inputs (provded by Block, 1988) showed that

estimates of transmissivity, hydraulic gradients, pumpage, recharge, and

TDS concentrations accurately reflected the available data. The

procedure used to develop these estimates was a simple visual review of

available data. Sophisticated procedures such as kriging clearly did

not apply in this case, and were not considered. Data taken from

previous FAG studies (FAG, 1983a,b,c) were in a usable form and did not

require computerized management.

Revision of the MOC Model 

The magnitude of the specification errors discovered in the MOC

model put the validity of Richardson's conclusions in serious doubt.

Consequently, the model was revised to more accurately portray the

current hydrologic conditions in the basin. New water table elevation

estimates were developed using a "best guess" approach based on a

visual survey of the data (see figure 3.3). Nodal designations of

historical pumping parameters were corrected and the complete set of

pumping rates were used. The model was recalibrated to water table

elevation data from 1956 through 1981 under transient conditions. The

recalibration was done by hand, altering values of transmissivity,

mountain-front recharge, and constant flux values at the basin outlet.

Water table elevations obtained through recalibration runs were compared
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One Mile

Figure 3.3 Revised MOC Input Water Table Elevations (Feet)
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to "best guess" estimates for 1981.

During the recalibration process, a problem was encountered with

steep groundwater gradients located at the model's western boundar.

These gradients could not be reproduced by the recalibration runs due to

the dewatering of nodes on the boundary.	 Reasonable estimates of

mountain front recharge were used, however, this did not overcome the

dewatering affect.	 Initializing the boundary to retain constant heads

(figure 3.4) over time produced a better representation of local flow

patterns, but the steepness of the gradients could not be reproduced.

Since exact gradients could not be accurately reproduced, final

recalibration focused on chemical transport and the direction of local

and regional groundwater flow. The model was able to reproduce local

and regional flow patterns while it accurately predicted the historical

movement of TDS and sulfate. Hydrologic parameters from the final

calibration run were combined with "best guess" water table elevation

estimates as new inputs to the MOC model. The complete set of

Richardson's land and water use scenarios were rerun using the revised

model.

The inability to accurately recalibrate the MOC model provides an

example of the fact that the ability of a model to reproduce past

groundwater conditions does not necessarily verify it's predictive

ability. Fogg (1979, p. 182) pointed out that successful calibration is

...directly proportional to the amount of reliable input data and the

skill of the modeler." The kriged estimates of water table elevation

used in the original model represented a relatively simple regional flow

pattern which was easily reproduced by altering transmissivity values
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Figure 3.4 Constant Head Boundary in Revised MOC Model
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during calibration runs, even though all pumping parameters were

initialized at incorrect nodal locations. Actual flow patterns were

more complicated, and could not be accurately predicted using available

historical data.	 The revised model, however, provides a much more

accurate representation of current hydrologic conditions in the basin.

Results of the Revised MOC Model 

The simulation runs produced by the revised MOC model were

compared to the originals from the Richardson study. The main

difference in predicted concentration of contaminants occurred in the

area of the inactive Cyprus-Pima tailings ponds (see figures 3.5 and

3.6). The use of the constant head boundary caused the revised model to

overpredict mountain front recharge. This recharge moved down-gradient

and mixed with the plume of contaminated water caused by the Cyprus-Pima

tailings ponds. This "washing out" effect is only noticable in the area

of the Cyprus-Pima ponds and is due to their proximity to the constant

head boundary. Overprediction of mountain front recharge will be

discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.

Apart from this disparity, which was produced by an artifical

model effect, there were no significant differences in predictions of

the original and revised versions of the model. This surprising result

is probably due to the fact that misspecification of groundwater

gradients was not serious in critical areas. For example, even though

differences between original and revised water table elevation input

values around the Cyprus-Sierrita tailings ponds were significant,

groundwater gradients produced by these estimates were similar (figure
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Figure 3.5 Predicted 2035 TDS Concentration
From Original MOC Model (PPM)
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Figure 3.6 Predicted 2035 TDS Concentration
From Revised MOC Model (PPM)
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Original Gradients

Revised Gradients

Figure 3.7 Input Gradients Around Cyprus Sierrita Ponds
For Original and Revised MOC Models (in feet)
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3.7). Lack of significant differences in model predictions indicates

that for this case, MOC model outputs and conclusions of the Richardson

risk analysis were insensitive to the these model specification errors.

Differences Due to Model Specification 

The review of specification procedures and subsequent revision of

the MOC model failed to explain differences between DSC and MOC

predictions. An assessment of model input parameters, however, did

provide a partial explanation. One of the main differences in model

predictions was the spatial extent of the contaminant plume emanating

from the Cyprus-Sierrita (formerly Duval) tailings ponds (see figures

3.8 and 3.9).	 The revised MOC model predicted slower plume movement

than the DSC model.	 Transmissivity values near the ponds played an

important role in this difference. 	 Estimates of transmissivity

determined by the recalibration of the MOC model were generally lower

than those used in the DSC model. Values ranged from 12,500 to 40,000

gallons per day (GPD) per foot compared to 30,000 to 60,000 GPD per foot

used in the DSC model (Block, 1988). Low transmissivities reduce the

amount of contaminant moving between nodes resulting in slower plume

movement. While these estimates were products of the calibration

process and cannot be evaluated as to their correctness, since both are

"correct" in terms of their respective models, their differences can be

evaluated in terms of the assumptions about past hydrologic conditions

that provided the framework for calibration of each model. This will be

discussed in Chapter Five.



Outline Represents Cells Influenced by Tailing Ponds

One Section Square = One Square Mile

Figure 3.8 Spatial Extent of Contaminant Plume
Predicted by DSC Model (25 Year Simulation)
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Effects of Uncertainty on Model Specification 

A variety of uncertainties involved in model specification may

lead to errors in prediction of solute transport. These include lack of

data, uncertain validity of available data, and uncertainties in the

data collection procedures. To quantify the effect of these

uncertainties on the differences in model predictions is impossible.

However, it clear is that they played some role. Uncertainty also has a

big effect on assumptions used throughout the modeling process. These

assumptions can have a profound influence on model outputs, and will be

discussed in Chapter Five.

Figure 3.10 shows the location of wells that provided hydrologic

data for specification of the MOC model. Most of the data from these

wells were water table elevations. Only 33% of nodes could be specified

using actual water table elevation data, the rest had to be estimated

using a "best guess" approach. Even fewer data were available for

specification of transmissivities and solute concentrations. The DSC

model was set up using roughly the same data. Estimates of mean

parameter values made from data that represents only a small portion of

a large DSC cell may vary significantly from the actual mean.

Uncertainties caused by lack of data are mitigated somewhat by the fact

that the available data represents the most critical locations in th(

study area.

The problems encountered in calibrating the revised MOC model

point out the possible effects of uncertain historical data. Pre-1960

pumpage rates used in calibration runs were estimated from crop acreage
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Figure 3.10 Location of Wells Providing Hydrologic
Data for the MOC Model
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data based on an average amount of water used to produce a given crop.

It is difficult to evaluate the validity of these estimates, but the

inability to accurately calibrate the model suggests that the estimates

may vary significantly from the actual pumping rates.

Data collection procedures may also introduce uncertainties in

model specification. TDS and sulfate concentrations were determined

from laboratory procedures with an error ranging from 5-10% (Standard

Methods, 1980). Postillion (1985) used this range as a standard for

calibrating the DSC model.	 Specific yield and transmissivity values

were taken from well pump tests using a variety of methods, and were

considered the least valid of all data collected (Postillion, 1985,

Richardson, 1987).



CHAPTER 4

MODEL CAPABILITIES

Importance of Hydrologic Information

The next step in comparing the DSC and MOC models was an

evaluation of model capabilities. This was done to determine if

differences in model predictions were due to differences in model

capabilities. The evaluation was based on an assessment of the

hydrologic information each model was capable of producing. This

information (i.e., system response to stress) is required for a

comprehensive understanding of solute transport predictions in terms of

overall land and water use changes (i.e., do the predictions make sense

given the types of stresses imposed on the system).

Hydrologic information can also play an important role in the

evaluation of management options and assumptions. For example, the

management recommendations from the Richardson study were developed

assuming the MOC model accurately portrayed the "worst case" situation.

However, information on system responses produced by the flow portion of

the model demonstrated that this was not the case, severely limiting the

usefulness of the recommendations. This will be discussed in detail in

Chapter Five.

50
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Hydrologic Assessment of the MOC Predictions 

The flow portion of the MOC model predicts changes in groundwater

elevation in response to system stresses such as pumping and recharge.

The hydraulic gradients that result from these changes are the main

driving force for solute transport. As seen in Chapter Three, one of

the main differences in model predictions was the spatial extent of

plume movement away from the Cyprus-Sierrita tailings ponds (figures 3.8

and 3.9). Flow predictions from the MOC model showed that substantial

groundwater recovery was causing gradients near the ponds to flatten,

reducing the hydrologic driving force necessary for plume movement.

Several simulations were run with the revised MOC model to

investigate the relationships between specific hydrologic factors and

the rate and form of groundwater recovery around the Cprus-Sierrita

tailings ponds. Pumping and recharge parameters were varied during the

simulations in order to determine their effects on water table recover.

Information from the simulation runs was used to evaluate hydrologic

events that contributed to the predicted recovery.

The hydraulic gradient around the ponds responded to changes in a

variety of factors (figure 4.1). Cyprus-Sierrita production wells,

which were historically located downgradient from the tailings ponds,

have been moved to locations upgradient to the ponds (Richardson, 1988).

Pumping from these wells caused local drawdown, while a rise in water

table elevations occurred downgradient from the ponds due to the

termination of pumping in that area. The combination of pumping

upgradient and recharge downgradient contributed to the predicted
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One Mile

Figure 4.1 Factors Affecting Hydraulic Gradients
In MOC Model Predictions
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leveling of the local water table.

Another factor that contributed to predicted groundwater recovery

was the overall decrease in pumping in the basin. The closure of the

Anamax and Cyprus-Pima mines, along with production slowdowns at the

Asarco and Cyprus-Sierrita mines, accounted for a reduction in pumping

of 27,000 acre-feet a year (PAC, 1986a). Agricultural pumpage was

predicted to decrease by as much as 15,500 acre-feet per year

(Richardson, 1988). The result was the prediction of a general increase

in groundwater elevation in the areas where pumping was stopped or

reduced, including the area around the Cyprus-Sierrita tailings ponds.

The prediction of significant urban development also had an

influence on water table recovery. Increased recharge from the Green

Valley Wastewater Treatment Facility (GVWWTF) was predicted to cause a

groundwater mound that reversed the direction of local groundwater flow.

Water moving in the direction of the regional gradient was backed up

behind the mound, causing local water table elevations to rise. This

local recovery contributed to the flattening of gradients around the

Cyprus-Sierrita tailings ponds.

The use of a constant head boundary was another important factor

in the overall prediction of groundwater recovery. In order to keep the

nodes at a constant water table elevation the MOC model calculates the

amount of pumping or recharge needed to produce the designated values

(Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1978). Since the constant head boundary was

employed to overcome the dewatering of certain nodes, recharge was

required to maintain most of the specified water table levels. This
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recharge is due to the artifical effect of maintaining a constant head

boundary and does not represent a natural hydrologic phenomenon.

Use of the boundary produced an average mountain front recharge

of about 800 acre-feet per mile per year, well above the 250 acre-feet

per mile estimate provided in the original data set of Travers and Mock

(1984), and the value of 300 acre-feet per year used in the DSC model

(PAG E 1986a). Since model outputs only provide an average value of

artifically produced recharge, several simulations were run in order to

point out areas along the boundary where the overprediction of recharge

was greatest. This was accomplished by allowing the water table

elevations of certain nodes on the boundary to vary while keeping others

constant. Resultant changes in groundwater gradients and chemical

transport were observed.

The simulations indicated that artificial pumping was required to

keep elevations constant for the nodes that represent the Cyprus-

Sierrita tailings ponds, while virtually all other nodes on the boundary

needed recharge to keep constant water table levels. The combination of

pumping at the ponds and recharge from downgradient boundary nodes

contributed to the prediction of flatter gradients and slow plume

movement.

The artificial overprediction of recharge and it's effect on

local gradients provides an important example of how lack of data car

limit the predictive ability of sophisticated numerical models. Even

though the constant head boundary could not provide a complete

description of local hydrology, it was considered the most accurate way

to describe the direction of local gradients and historical contaminant
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movement given the available data. The use of the boundary had a

significant impact on model predictions, limiting their usefulness in

the decision making process. Modeling assumptions like the constant

head boundary are an important factor in judging the predictive accuracy

of a model, and will be discussed further in Chapter Five.

The MOC and DSC models also produced different predictions of the

spatial extent of the contaminant plume emanating from the ASARCO

tailings ponds. Slower plume movement was predicted by the MOC model,

again a result of flatter hydraulic gradients.	 These were caused

hydrologic factors similar to those previously mentioned, the most

important of which were the predicted slowdown of agricultural and mine

pumpage in the ASARCO area, lower transmissivities (as discussed in

Chapter Three), and the artificial recharge effect produced by the

constant head boundary.

Hydrologic Assessment of the DSC Predictions 

One of the main weaknesses of the DSC model is that it does not

have the capability to predict hydrologic changes produced by system

stresses. The model only evaluates the movement of a conservative

contaminant between cells. All other hydrologic changes (i.e. water

table elevations, flow directions, and hydraulic gradients) must be

predicted by the modeler using a best guess approach based on an "a

priori" knowledge of the hydrologic system in question.

The application of the DSC model to the upper Santa Cruz basic

was based on historical data that showed significant declines in water

table elevations over time. These declines caused steep hydraulic
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gradients in many areas. During the calibration of the DSC model, water

level declines caused some of the cells to dewater, resulting in the

reduction of cell volumes to near zero over the study period (PAG,

1986a). In order to avoid this situation, the model was revised to keep

cells at a constant saturated volume by allowing them to "sink" in

response to water level declines (Postillion, 1985). The average amount

of decline (represented by the DROP term in the DSC mass balance

equation, p.19) was determined for each cell from the historical data.

These declines, along with the steep hydraulic gradients produced

by them, were predicted to remain constant over the 25 year simulation

period. The steep gradients provided a strong driving force for solute

transport, and were the main reason for the predicted spatial extent of

contaminant plumes	 emanating from the Cyprus-Sierrita and ASARCO

tailings ponds.	 High transmissivity values, as previously mentioned,

also plaied an important role in the prediction of faster plume

movement.

Comparison of Model Capabilities 

Several simulations were run to more completely evaluate the

capabilities of the models based on the difference in predicted

hydraulic gradients. The MOC base case scenario was modified to keep

constant water table elevations over the entire study area for a 25 year

simulation period, in an attempt to mimic DSC model capabilities and

inputs. In order to isolate the movement of the contaminant plume

emanating from the Cyprus-Sierrita tailings ponds, only the predicted

contamination from this source was used during the simulations.
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Figure 4.2 shows the spatial extent of the Cyprus-Sierrita plume

predicted by the MOC model using the modified base case scenario.

Contamination had not moved quite as far as the DSC model predicted (see

figure 3.8). This was due to the lower transmissivities used to specify

the revised MOC model.	 Another simulation was run using higher

transmissivity estimates taken from the DSC model (figure 4.3). The

spatial extent of the plume from this simulation matched the movement

predicted by the DSC model for the base case scenario.

This exercise points out the importance of the flow portion of

the MOC model. The DSC model prediction of the extent of plume movement

was reproduced by the MOC model when the it's ability to predict changes

in hyrdaulic gradients was taken away, and the hydrologic inputs were

modified to match those used by FAG (1986a). The flow predictions from

the revised MOC model simulations specified a number of hydrologic

factors that affected solute transport. These effects were not obvious,

and were not predicted as inputs for the DSC model.
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION OF MODEL USE

Concerns About Model Application 

The widespread use of	 computerized groundwater models by

consulting hydrologists and government planners has generated concerns

about possible misapplications in groundwater management (Baski, 1979,

Austin, 1986, McLaughlin and Johnson, 1987). These concerns can be

summarized in the following four statements:

1. Many decisions can be made more efficiently without the use of

models. A 1984 survey of water resource specialists (Austin, 1986)

indicated that this was the main criticism of model use. Sophisticated

numerical models are often used to solve hydrologic problems that could

be evaluated using such simple "desk top" techniques as the Theis

equation and Darcy's Law (McLaughlin and Johnson, 1987).	 This diverts

time and money away from other important and useful functions such as

data collection and evaluation.

2. Outputs from predictive models are heavily dependent upon assumptions

made by the modeler.	 Models are generally specified using limited

amounts of uncertain field data.	 This allows for a wide variety of

subjective interpretations	 of the hydrologic system in question.

Different interpretations invariably lead to different predictions,
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implying that the results are heavily dependent upon the judgement of

the modeler (Chu, et al., 1987). This dependence is much more important

than is generally recognized, and should be more explicitly addressed in

most model studies (McLaughlin and Johnson, 1987).

3. Too much emphasis is placed on model results. Model results are

often assumed to accurately represent future hydrologic conditions, and

are frequently used as a basis for far reaching groundwater management

decisions (Fogg, 1979).	 In many cases, however, model outputs are too

uncertain to be reliable in this narrow context, and decisions based on

these predictions may prove to be ineffective and costly, resulting in a

loss of confidence in a model that may be extremely useful if applied in

a broader context.

4. Not enough time is spent evaluating model accuracy. According to

McLaughlin (1984), there are two main approaches used to evaluate the

predictive accuracy of a model; goodness of fit analysis, which compares

model results with historical data, and sensitivity analysis, which

deals with uncertain data by using a range of estimates of input

parameters to produce a range of plausible predictions (i.e., a range of

predictions which may be considered "accurate"). Many modeling studies

neglect to properly evaluate a model's ability to accurately portray

future hydrologic conditions (or a range of possible conditions), which

may result in use of inaccurate model predictions as a basis for

management decisions (McLaughlin and Johnson, 1987).

These concerns provide a useful framework for evaluating the

choice and application of the DSC and MOC models in the upper Santa Cruz

basin. Were the models needed to properly evaluate groundwater quality
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management options in the basin? 	 What was the impact of different

assumptions on model predictions? Was too much emphasis placed on these

predictions in evaluating management options? And finally, what can be

said about the accuracy of each model?

Was Model Use Necessary? 

As noted above, the main criticism of model application is that

many decisions can be made more efficiently without the use of numerical

models (Austin, 1986). One of the most important aspects of these

models is their ability to predict flow in heterogeneous and anisotropic

aquifers. However, data that accurately describe field heterogeneities

are seldom available for model specification, and modelers are forced to

make simplifying assumptions about actual field conditions. These

simplifications often reduce the problem to one that could be more

easily solved using such "desk top" evaluations as the Theis Equation or

Darcy's Law (McLaughlin and Johnson, 1987). While these methods

constitute "models" in the sense that they consist of explicit,

mathematically specified relationships, they are not of the variety that

use nonanalytical, iterative techniques to solve equations that more

completely describe the relationships in question.

These simple, analytically based methods are acceptable when

analyzing drawdown or estimating flow patterns, but are generally

unacceptable for the evaluation of solute transport in field situations.

The differential equations that have been found adequate to describe

solute transport are complicated, and useful analytical solutions that

can be applied to field problems are currently unavailable (Freeze and
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Cherry, 1979).	 There are a variety of computer models currently in use

that characterize groundwater flow and contaminant transport with

varying levels of simplifiction (Chu, et al., 1987). Most of them use

numerical methods to solve the transport equation.

The objective of both the PAG study and the Richardson risk

analysis was to assess the effects of different land and water uses on

the transport of pollutants through the groundwater. Because "desk top"

methods are generally unacceptable for this type of analysis, the use of

models was necessary.

It should be noted that since the DSC model does not have the

capability to predict groundwater flow, other methods must be used to

provide this information. For the PAC study, a variety of "desk top"

methods were employed to predict flow patterns in the upper Santa Cruz

basin. For example, a modified version of Darcy's Law was used to

determine the volume of water flowing between cells (PAG, 1986a). As

shown in Chapter Four, the MOC model's groundwater flow predictions

provided more useful hydrologic information than did PAG's "desk top"

analysis.

Importance of Model Assumptions 

Two recent studies have shown that outputs from predictive models

are more dependent upon assumptions made by the modeler than is

generally recognized. McLaughlin and Johnson (1987) compared three

groundwater studies that used the same flow model to predict drawdown

caused by the installation of a new well field. Since hydrologic

information on the aquifer in question was limited, the modelers were
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forced to make assumptions based on their "best guess" of actual field

conditions. The three studies predicted patterns of drawdown which

differed greatly, with a maximum difference of 183 meters near the well

field. The authors showed that these differences were due to different

assumptions (about transmissivities and boundary conditions) used by

each modeler.

Chu, et al. (1987) used a modified version of the MOC model to

study the affect of uncertain data on model predictions. A hypothetical

aquifer with known characteristics was developed by a hydrologist not

associated with the study. Differing amounts of data were provided to

the modelers, who then used a variety of parameter estimation techniques

to specify the model for the hypothetical aquifer. Simulations of

solute transport were run and compared to simulations that used the

known aquifer characteristics. The results showed that the simulations

based on the modelers assumptions were significantly in error, and that

a great deal of data was required to produce accurate predictions.

The two studies point out the importance of the modeler's

subjective interpretations, and the need for a more explicit recognition

of them in the decision making process. For the case of the DSC and

revised MOC models, many of the differences in predictions can be

explained by the different assumptions used. As noted in Chapter Four,

the most important hydrologic explanation for the incompatible

predictions was the different groundwater flow gradients used in each

model. The pattern of groundwater flow used in the DSC model was based

on the assumption that water table elevations would continue to drop

over the entire simulation period. The flow portion of the MOC model
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predicted water table recovery, which led to flatter gradients and slow

plume movement. Part of this recovery was due to an artificial model

effect, which was a product of the assumption that a constant head

boundary was the most accurate way to describe historical contaminant

transport and the direction of local gradients.

As seen in Chapter Three, assumptions about transmissivity also

contributed to different model predictions. The initial data set

provided a range of transmissivity values taken from various aquifer

tests in the basin. Estimates from the high side of the range were used

in the DSC model, while low values were employed in the MOC model. The

values were determined through calibration of each model, a process

which is dependent upon assumptions about uncertain past hydrologic

conditions and interpretations of model setup (i.e., grid/cell size and

boundary conditions).

DSC model set up and calibration included several revisions of

cell design and various modifications of hydrologic input parameters.

Transmissivity was one of many parameters varied to produce acceptable

flow volumes based on cell design and assumptions about past hydrologic

conditions. High final transmissivity values reflect these assumptions.

For MOC model calibration, most parameters were set based on assumptions

about uncertain data and past hydrologic conditions. Transmissivity was

the only parameter varied to produce desired outputs, and low values

were required in this case. This exercise shows that differences in

interpretations of model setup and assumptions about past conditions led

to the use of different transmissivity estimates in the DSC and MOC

models.
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It is not the objective of this study to evaluate these

assumptions as valid or invalid. This exercise is presented to point

out the profound impact that hydrologic assumptions have on model

predictions, and to support the contention that they need to be more

explicitly recognized in the decision making process.

Apart from the different hydrologic assumptions employed in each

model, a variety of different management assumptions were also used.

For example, when the FAG study was being conducted, the ANAMAX mine was

still in production, and was predicted by FAG to continue operations

throughout the simulation period. The mine had closed, however, by the

time management scenarios were being developed for the MOC model, and

ANAMAX production was not included in the MOC simulations.

Another important difference in management objectives was the

"worst case" outlook used to develop the Richardson risk analysis. As

was the case for transmissivity estimates, initial chemical

concentrations were taken from data which gave a range of values. The

choice of chemical concentrations reflects the modelers' different

objectives for final use of model predictions. The MOC model was

specified using values from the high end of the range, in order to

represent the worst possible case, as needed for the risk analysis. The

objective of the FAG study was to evaluate the most likely conditions in

the basin, thus values from the middle of the range were used. Other

minor differences in management assumptions also existed, including

agricultural pumping rates and return flows from the Green Valley

Wastewater Treatment Facility.
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To assess the impact of these differences, the MOC base case was

modified to reflect PAG's management assumptions. Simulations showed

that apart from backround TDS concentrations and contamination from

ANAMAX production, very few differences from the original MOC base case

predictions were observed. This indicates that differences in

hydrologic assumptions were more important in creating the disagreement

in predictions than were the management assumptions.

The review of management assumptions provides an example of the

important effects hydrologic predictions can have on nonhydrologic

objectives such as risk estimation. The objective of Richardson's risk

analysis was to use the MOC model to describe the worst case of

contaminant transport in order to estimate the greatest possible risk to

humans from likely land and water use changes in the basin. To achieve

this, values from the high side of the range of reported chemical

concentrations were used in calibrating both the original and revised

versions of the model.

Recommendations from the study, which were insensitive to

necessary revisions, were developed assuming the MOC model accurately

portrayed the worst possible situation. However, PAG's "most likely"

predictions described a far worse situation than did MOC model outputs.

Was the more sophisticated model simply providing a more accurate

description of the "worst case", or were other factors involved? This

question was not addressed in the Richardson analysis. Information from

this case study, however, does provide a partial answer.

It is clear that water table recovery, as predicted by the flow

portion of the MOC model, gives a more accurate description of future
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hydrologic changes than gradients used in the DSC model, and that this

recovery limits what the worst case is likely to be.	 The artificial

effect of the constant head boundary, however, contributes to the

prediction of water table recovery and flatter gradients.	 While it is

difficult	 to quantify	 this	 effect, it is clearly causing an

underprediction of "worst case" contaminant movement.

This exercise points out the importance of a thorough review of

model predictions in terms of nonhydrologic, management assumptions. In

terms of risk analysis, the underprediction of the worst case situation

implies an added risk; the risk of wrongly predicting risk. This type

of risk is apparent in the Richardson analysis, which recommends passive

strategies such as further monitoring as a means of dealing with the

predicted risk.

The DSC/MOC case study raises an important question. If a single

model, applied using a single data set, can produce such varying

results, as in the cases reported by Chu, et al. (1987) and McLaughlin

and gohnson (1987), is it even reasonable to expect two different models

to give similar results? Chu noted that ..."different models are likely

to give incompatible results when applied to the same problem"... (Chu,

et al., 1987, p.408). The outcome of the FAG and Richardson studies in

the upper Santa Cruz basin supports this observation. If it is

unreasonable to expect two independent modeling studies to give similar

results, what does this imply about the application of models in

general? While it is difficult to give a concrete answer to this

question, it is clear that model outputs must be viewed in a broader
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context then is currently used, one which includes the judgement of the

modeler as a primary element.

Emphasis Placed on Model Results 

The need for a broader context in which to judge model

predictions illustrates the fact that too much emphasis has

traditionally been placed on model results in the decision making

process. Fogg (1979) observed that many far reaching groundwater

management decisions have been made on the basis of predictive outputs

from poorly constructed numerical models. These decisions may prove to

be costly and ineffective, and may result in a loss of confidence in

modeling and hydrologists in general (Baski, 1979).

Both the PAG study and the Richardson risk analysis used general

frameworks in which to evaluate their model results. Postillion stated

that the DSC model ..."was but one of the tools for determining

management alternatives" (Postillion, 1985). However, most of the

recommendations in the Green Valley Groudwater Quality Management Plan

(PAG, 1986a) seem to be based solely on predictions from the DSC model.

For example, FAG suggested that four new interceptor wells be drilled

near the Cyprus-Sierrita tailings ponds. This recommendation was based

on model predictions that indicated the pumpage rates being used at the

time were insufficient for mitigating plume movement. The mine has

since drilled these wells, but in locations determined by their own

modeling effort, not in the locations suggested by PAG (Block, 1988).

While the pumping of interceptor wells represents current best
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management practices, the MOC model outputs indicate that this costly

measure may have been unnecessary.

As described in Chapter Two, the risk analysis used by Richardson

employed a step-by-step process to assess the risks posed by groundwater

contamination in the upper Santa Cruz basin. These steps included

hazard identification, hazard evaluation, risk evaluation, and the

identification and evaluation of risk response options (Richardson,

1987). While in theory the use of the MOC model was but one part of the

process, the recommended management options were based solely on the

solute transport predictions. Other important information, such as

water table recovery and it's effect on worst case predictions, though

implicit in model predictions, was not directly used in the risk

assessement.

Evaluation of Model Accuracy 

Another criticism of model application is that more often than

not little effort is put into evaluating the accuracy of model

predictions. McLaughlin (1984) described two basic approaches used to

evaluate model accuracy.	 The first approach uses "goodness of fit"

comparisons between model predictions and known data.	 This requires

that measurements and model predictions be available from the same

locations at the same time so that accuracy measures such as mean square

error can be computed. In order to provide a reliable assessment of

model accuracy, the "goodness of fit" approach must have a large number

of observations to compare with predictions. For most groundwater

studies, what little historical data is available is used to estimate
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aquifer parameters in a calibration process, making the observations

unavailable for use in an accuracy analysis.

The second approach described by McLaughlin (1984) is sensitivity

analysis. This type of assessment does not require much field data

since it is based on an investigation of model responses to a specified

range of input values. One of the main advantages of this type of

analysis is that it allows the modeler to identify the largest

contributors (i.e. aquifer parameters, boundary conditions, pumpage,

etc.) to prediction error, and provides a focus for any efforts to

improve model accuracy. The main disadvantage of this approach is the

time and money generally required to complete a sensitivity analysis if

the model includes many independent variables and the prediction period

is long.

Neither the FAG study nor the Richardson risk analysis put much

effort into evaluating the predictive accuracy of their respective

models. Postillion (1985) did provide an error analysis of the final

calibration of the DSC model that was similar to the "goodness of fit"

approach described above, but this type of assessment generally cannot

be used to generate reliable conclusions about the accuracy of model

predictions since it uses the same data as the calibration. Fogg states

that modelers ..."should realize that the ability of a calibrated model

to mimic past groundwater conditions does not necessarily verify it's

ability to predict future conditions" (Fogg, 1979, p.182).

The calibration of the MOC model provides an excellent

illustration of this observation. The original calibration was

completed to a high degree of accuracy (Richardson, 1988) but failed to
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be representative of the actual hydrologic conditions of the upper Santa

Cruz basin. The revised version of the model could not be calibrated

with as much accuracy, but did provide a more realistic view of basin

conditions.

Since both models were set up using data from 1981, enough time

has passed so that the predictions from each model could be compared to

current data using the "goodness of fit" approach. Such a detailed

quantitative effort is beyond the scope of this case study, however, a

general qualitative assessment of the models' predictive accuracy has

been made. Water table elevations for winter 1987-1988 were obtained

from the U. S. Geological Survey (Doolen, 1988, from Johnson,1988).

These data show a general trend of water table recovery in the upper

Santa Cruz basin, as much as 50 feet in some areas. This basic trend

was observed in the MOC model outputs, and again illustrates the

importance of the flow portion of the model. As stated previously, the

DSC model was set up with the assumption that groundwater elevations

would continue to decrease, which the current data shows to be

incorrect. This exercise indicates that the more sophisticated MOC

model, in general, gave a more complete understanding of the hydrologic

changes in the basin and produced more accurate predictions.

The differences in water table elevations were the main reason

for the incompatible predictions produced by the models. It should be

noted, however, that a better error assessment would use solute

transport data, since this is what the models were designed to predict.

Updated chemical concentrations were not available at the time of this
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study, so groundwater elevations were used as a secondary measure of the

models' predictive ability.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

The objective of this case study was to evaluate the choice and

application of the DSC and MOC solute transport models as used in the

upper Santa Cruz basin. The first step in this evaluation consisted of

a review of model specifications. It was discovered that the MOC model,

as originally specified, did not provide a satisfactory description of

basin hydrology. The model was revised to more accurately portray the

current hydrologic conditions in the study area. This revised version of

the MOC model produced outputs that were similar to those originally

reported by Richardson (1987), indicating that for this case, MOC model

outputs and the resultant risk analysis were insensitive to model

specification errors. The DSC model was found to accurately reflect the

available data. Use of different tranmissivity values was shown to

partially account for differences in model predictions.

The next step in comparing the models was an evaluation of model

capabilities. It was shown that differences in the extent of

contaminant plume movement predicted by the models were mainly due to

different interpretations of future hydraulic gradients. The flow

portion of the revised MOC model predicted flatter gradients and slow

74
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plume movement, while the DSC model was set up using steep gradients,

which resulted in the prediction of faster plume movement. The MOC

model's ability to predict water table elevation changes provided

information on those factors which contributed to the flatter gradients,

factors which were not evident and therefor not used to set up the

simpler DSC model.

The final component of the case study used concerns about model

misapplication as a framework for evaluating the use of the DSC and MOC

models in the upper Santa Cruz basin. These concerns, taken from

various literature sources, were summarized in the following four

statements: (1) many decisions can be made more efficiently without the

use of computerized models, (2) outputs from predictive models are

heavily dependent upon assumptions made by the modeler, (3) too much

emphasis is placed on model results, and (4) not enough time is spent

evaluating model accuracy. The results of the case study indicated that

while the use of computerized solute transport models was necessary, the

concerns about the heavy dependence of model outputs on assumptions, the

overemphasis placed on model results, and the need for more evaluation

of model accuracy were all valid for the application of the DSC and MOC

models.

Model Choice and Application 

The objective of this study was to evaluate the choice and

application of computerized groundwater models based on an assement of

the DSC and MOC models as used in the upper Santa Cruz basin. In

general, the choice of which model to use and how that model is applied
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to a particular problem involves interrelated decisions that are often

difficult to separate. Since the modeler generally has the application

in mind when chosing a model, evaluating the appropriateness of that

choice can be greatly influenced by the way the model was applied (i.e.,

misapplication may or may not imply an inappropriate choice). For

example„ a competent modeler may choose a suitable model but still end

up with useless results due to poorly interpreted outputs or human error

(constituting an appropriate model misapplied). A sophisticated model

may be suitable to solve a particular problem, but if the modeler does

not have the knowledge to properly apply it, using it constitutes a poor

choice. Choosing a model that is not appropriate for a particular

problem constitutes a misapplication of that model.

These kinds of relationships make it difficult to evaluate the

appropriateness of the choice of the DSC and MOC models. The DSC model

was chosen over more sophisticated models for three basic reasons: data

were believed too limited to yield accurate outputs from a finite

difference model, a rough first approximation of solute transport was

considered adequate, and to minimize the time and money required for a

modeling study (Postillion, 1985). While the use of the MOC model

showed that reasonably accurate outputs could be obtained with the

available data, the DSC model did provide a rough first approximation

for a limited expense.

The MOC model was chosen as the best model to accurately describe

solute transport in order to estimate potential risk to humans. That

model gave a much more reasonable picture of system response to stress
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than did the DSC model, but failed to accurately represent the worst

case situation. Failure to note this problem in the resultant risk

analysis, along with PAG's failure to note the rough, first draft nature

of the DSC prediction in their recommendations, was due more to the

traditionally narrow focus used to interpret model results than to

inappropriate model choice.

Conclusions 

The case study presented here supports two general conclusions

about the overall use of computerized groundwater models in management

and planning. The first is the importance of groundwater flow modeling

in the prediction of solute transport. Even though it is difficult to

describe the use of the DSC model as inappropriate, it is clear that the

more sophisticated MOC model did a better job representing the hydrology

of the basin. Fogg pointed out that groundwater flow patterns are the

...critical controls on the movement and dilution of a groundwater

contaminant", and that the best way to describe these flow patterns in

enough detail to be useful is through the use of numerical models (Fogg,

1979, p.182). As shown in Chapter Four, this study supports that

observation. The computerized flow portion of the revised MOC model

provided a more reasonable view of of how the basin's hydrology would

change in response to predicted system stresses than did the non-

numerical approach used in the DSC model. These responses had a

profound effect on the final solute transport prediction of each model,

and thus on the management recommendations produced by each study.
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The second general conclusion about the use of models as

management tools is the need for a much broader focus in which to use

model results in the decision making process, one which honestly

acknowledges the heavy dependence of model outputs on input assumptions

and takes into account all the information gathered throughout the

modeling effort.	 The evaluation of model application presented in

Chapter Five clearly supports this conclusion.	 The framework of

concerns used in that chapter pointed out the narrow context in which

the 'outputs from the DC and MOC models were used, and how a broader

focus would have greatly enhanced the usefulness of each model. The

best example of this was the MOC model flow predictions, which did not

produce the "worst case" as desired. Had a broader framework been used

to judge the MOC model's transport predictions, this fact would have

become evident.

A broader framework for interpreting model outputs should contain

many of the components outlined in this analysis. These include:

1. Evaluating model necessity in terms of the problem (i.e., is model

use necessary to solve the problem?).

2. Reviewing model specification for errors and important assumptions

that may profoundly affect model outputs.

3. Reviewing model outputs in terms of pertinent hydrologic effects

(i.e., do outputs make sense given predicted stresses?).

4. Reviewing model outputs in terms of management assumptions (i.e.,

does the model describe what it is supposed to, such as the worst

case, most reasonable case, etc.?).
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5. Using all important information gathered during the modeling effort

directly when formulating management recommendations.

Recommendations 

Even though this study criticizes DSC and MOC model application,

such models can still be useful for managing groundwater in the upper

Santa Cruz basin. For example, the MOC model was shown to give a

reasonable representation of basin hydrology (with limitations), and

could be used to provide a better understanding of possibles risks posed

by changing land and water uses. A goodness of fit comparison of MOC

model predictions for the first five years with current water table

elevations and contaminant concentrations could help quantify model

limitations, and could suggest further model revisions. Collection of

more complete data, as called for in Richardson's passive risk response

recommendations, could also help enhance model usefulness.

The results of this case study support the passive risk response

options outlined in Richardson's analysis.	 Given the limited risks

associated with elevated levels of TDS and sulfate in groundwater, the

most prudent management action appears to be increased monitoring of

existing wells and placement of new wells away from predicted high risk

locations. Increased monitoring would provide information useful to

future modeling efforts. An updated version of the MOC model, used

within the broad framework previously discussed, would be a useful tool

to judge possible future groundwater quality changes from such stresses

as increased mine production, use of Central Arizona Project water, and
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urban growth.

The evaluation of the choice and application of the DSC and MOC

solute transport models in the upper Santa Cruz basin has provided a

useful look at some of the overall shortcomings of computerized

numerical models as currently used in the groundwater industry. The

lessons learned from this case study are important, and such studies

need to be performed more often if the application of models in

groundwater management is to achieve it's maximum potential.
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